
Timeless elegance and functionality meet
at  the Pure wall-hung WC. The toilet  is
not  only  interesting to  look at,  but  also
provides  comfort.  The  height  from  the
floor is 430 mm, which takes into account
not only the older generation, but also the
tal ler  populat ion.  The  toi let  has  a
concealed cistern. The full fairing not only
looks interesting, but also makes it much
easier to maintain the bathroom. The rear
wall is firmly attached to the wall, so the
floor around it can be easily wiped. The
wall-hung  toi let  offers  two  surface
variants: the classic white or special finish
JIKA Perla, which facilitates maintenance,
extends  lifetime  and  sparkles  durable
cleanliness by preventing the deposition
of dirt and scale. Dual Flush mechanism
economizes the water flow with 3 or 4.5
litres options. Total Clean attribute relies
on flushing channels all around the pan
rim for perfect rinsing. Antibak prevents
trapped dirt by having the inner ring and
drains  glazed.  Vario  outlet  permits
ho r i zon ta l ,  ve r t i ca l  and  ob l i que
connect ion.  JIKA  guarantees  your
satisfaction  with  a  10-year  guarantee.

Wall-hung WC, horizontal outlet

Back to wall
Cistern type: Concealed
Fixing kit: Included
Flushing system: Washdown
Installation type: Wall-hung
Outlet type: Horizontal
Rim type: Closed
Shape: Square

Colours and options

H8204230000001 White

Dimensions

Length: 540 mm.
Width: 355 mm.
Height: 360 mm.

Compatible with

H893421 WC seat and cover, duroplast,
stainless steel hinges
H893422 WC seat and cover, duroplast,
Slowclose, stainless steel hinges
H892695 Leveling paste 'Laufen'
892992 Laufen levelling tape
H894614 Laufen leveling paste
H895652 WC system module for wall-hung
toilets

H895651 Basic WC system for wall-hung
toilets
H894652 WC system compact for wall-hung
toilets
H894651 Basic WC system compact for wall-
hung toilets

Technical drawings

Cubito Pure H820423
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